AT–A–GLANCE
CUSTOMER’S BUSINESS:
IT managed services firm specializing in
virtual desktops
CHALLENGES:
Wanting to expand geographically but
unable to find an IaaS provider that matched
its commitment to service and had the ability
execute complex virtual infrastructure
solutions
RACKSPACE SOLUTION:
Hosting in multiple geographies with
dedicated physical machines. Robust, redundant architecture, available on demand.
Sophisticated back-end integration backed by
Fanatical Support®
BUSINESS OUTCOME:
CyberlinkASP can expand geographically
while focusing its resources on core strategic
differentiators, not infrastructure

GOING GLOBAL WITH SERVICE EXCELLENCE
How CyberlinkASP Works with Rackspace® Hosting to Grow its Virtual Desktop Business
www.Rackspace.com/HVD
INTRODUCTION

on-machine storage and applications and
network file drives. To the end user, the
experience is identical to switching on and
using a PC. However, behind the screen the
PC is simply acting as a terminal for a
high-performance back end. Advantages
of virtual desktops include reduced PC
maintenance, portability of computing
between locations, and a reduced risk of
data loss or security breaches when PCs get
lost, and so forth.

CyberlinkASP faced a seemingly immoveable obstacle to its growth. The leading
virtual desktop application service provider
(ASP) found itself more or less trapped in
the Dallas market with a single data center.
It was not financially viable to build and
staff data centers in other cities while
maintaining the level of infrastructure
depth. Potential infrastructure-as-a-service
(IaaS) providers failed to meet
CyberlinkASP’s high criteria for technology
and service… until they met Rackspace.

KEY DIFFERENTIATORS
CyberlinkASP has succeeded in the virtual
desktop business because they are able to
tackle highly demanding client scenarios
and back up their deployments with superb
service and support. Persuading an enterprise to swap their traditional desktop PCs
for virtual desktops involves overcoming
client objections to the perceived risks of
placing so much reliance on a centralized
infrastructure. CyberlinkASP has a strong
record in this regard, with a proven ability
to deliver high levels of virtual desktop
availability and support clients around the
clock. The company goes further, though,
winning business from demanding clients,

WHAT THEY DO
CyberlinkASP provides virtual desktops as
well as other IT managed services to clients
in the financial, health care, insurance,
logistics, and payment card processing
industries. The privately owned company
was founded in 1999. A virtual desktop,
which CyberlinkASP delivers with Citrix
technology, uses a thin client to access
software, data and files located on a
centralized server. The virtual desktop
replaces the conventional computing
arrangement of desktop operating system,
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such as hospitals, that have extremely
critical IT needs and complex virtual
desktop challenges. The hospital case puts
two types of pressure on the virtual
desktop provider. Hospitals require intense
back-end integration of network environments, security systems, databases and
specialized software with the virtual
desktop. CyberlinkASP has the service
organization to satisfy this type of client.
BUSINESS CHALLENGES
The emergence of widespread cloud
computing has created a best-of-times/

“Rackspace matches our
own commitment to client
support. For example, if a
drive fails, they replace it in
an hour. We couldn’t do it
any better ourselves in our
own facility”
Chris Lantrip,
Chief Executive, CyberlinkASP

“People no longer want to see
our data center. Once we say
‘We use Rackspace’, that’s all
they need to hear.”
Chris Lantrip,
Chief Executive, CyberlinkASP

worst-of-times situation for CyberlinkASP. The cloud made
many new prospects open to the idea of virtual desktops. However, while new opportunities were arising across the U.S. and
overseas, CyberlinkASP found itself stuck in the Dallas market,
unable to stretch geographically or scale up its infrastructure.
“We only want to be able to offer the absolute highest service
levels and quality of support,” said Chris M. Lantrip, Managing
Partner. “Yet, in fiscal terms, we were unable to open new sites
with the kind of equipment, facilities and people we need.”
TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES
The need for an effective IaaS solution became more urgent as
CyberlinkASP started to sign more long-term, high margin
accounts that had complex technology needs, including hospitals, accounting firms, title insurance companies. These
accounts required robust information security capabilities and
sophisticated back end integration of databases and storage.
CyberlinkASP needed geographic redundancy and the ability to
establish remote failover instances and recurring data backups
between geographic locations. They also needed an effectively
limitless supply of infrastructure capacity on demand.
CyberlinkASP evaluated several potential Infrastructure-as-aService (IaaS) providers but found that they lacked the key
elements of excellence they were seeking. Some were simply
“racks for rent” that would require a personnel commitment
and equipment investment tantamount to building a remote
data center from scratch. Others offered capacity on demand
but lacked the kind of commitment to service and support that
CyberlinkASP found essential to its business strategy.
RACKSPACE SOLUTION
With Rackspace, CyberlinkASP found an IaaS provider with both
the depth of infrastructure the company required but also,
perhaps more importantly, a support ethic that mirrored its
own. Working with Rackspace, CyberlinkASP has deployed its
virtual desktop technology in datacenters in Chicago and the
U.K. They have dedicated physical machines available on
demand in a robust, redundant architecture. Multiple application instances and data are backed up between Dallas, Chicago
and the U.K. to enable a high level of availability. The architecture is enhanced by a world class support policy. As Chris
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Lantrip notes, “Rackspace matches our own commitment to
client support. For example, if a drive fails, they replace it in an
hour. We couldn’t do that any better ourselves in our own
facility.”
Back end integration capabilities are impressive: For example,
Rackspace makes it possible to connect Citrix virtual desktops
run by CyberlinkASP with databases and custom applications
run by existing Rackspace clients. That is, if an insurance
company that uses Rackspace for hosting signs up for the
Cyberlink ASP virtual desktop service, Rackspace is able to
work with that customer to connect the insurer’s database to
the Citrix virtual desktop.
BENEFITS
Rackspace service effect on CyberlinkASP’s business has been
transformative. The combination of infrastructure depth,
flexibility, technical sophistication and support has enabled
CyberlinkASP to grow in revenue and expand geographically
while improving its financial results. “We can grow at will,
with a single phone call,” said Lantrip. “We save on capital
expenditure and operationally, it’s fantastic. Even more than
that, we get to concentrate on what we do well, which is
servicing our clients while Rackspace takes care of the
infrastructure.”
The Rackspace relationship has also helped CyberlinkASP
bridge client concerns about infrastructure that had impeded
closing deals in the past. Chris Lantrip summed up the change
by stating, “People no longer want to see our data center.
Once we say ‘We use Rackspace’, that’s all they need to hear.”
THE LONG TERM PLAN
The Rackspace relationship is smoothing the way for
Cyberlink’s global expansion. The company can now easily
prospect and sign new business internationally. Infrastructure
concerns no longer block the cultivation of global accounts.
The company is preparing to phase out the Dallas data center
that they still operate. “In an ideal world,” said Lantrip, “We’d
all be using Rackspace.”
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